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Atomic Era Style Quartz Wall Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA761329
Date of manufacture: 1950

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761329/link

Description
A popular style during the Cold War era, this clock, reminiscent of a 1949 George Nelson Ball Wall clock signified the end of the
war and the beginning of a great boom in America. It was considered radically modern - this Atomic Era inspired timepiece was the
first clock not to have numbers on the face, a big departure from conventional clock design. Converted to a quartz movement, this
is a fun clock sure to enhance any kitchen wall! - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and
restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or
collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Art Deco Style Tortoiseshell Clock

Price
£350 | $488 USD | €408 EUR
Item Reference: SA761341
Date of manufacture: 1930

Dimensions
Height = 9.5 cm (3.7")
Width = 9.5 cm (3.7")
Depth = 1.5 cm (0.6")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761341/link

Description
This delightful little clock features an 8 day movement, silver dial and lovely blued hands. Swiss made, it is thought to date back to
early/mid 20th Century, making it a compact but charming example of an Art Deco style clock of its time. Clock design was heavily
influenced in the 1920s and ’30s by Art Deco, a machine-like aesthetic for a fast-paced industrial age. No object escaped the
streamline touch of Art Deco, including clocks, whose cases often echoed the geometric architecture of the day. In Europe, the
French and Swiss were leading producers of Art Deco clocks. The French excelled in clocks for the mantel made of marble, onyx,
brass, glass, and chrome. Case height: 4.5 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and
restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks
come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with
customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration
services, emai ...
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8 Day Onyx Mantel Clock

Price
£350 | $488 USD | €408 EUR
Item Reference: SA761352
Date of manufacture: 1940

Dimensions
Height = 16 cm (6.3")
Width = 13.5 cm (5.3")
Depth = 7 cm (2.8")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761352/link

Description
This richly appointed little Elliot mantel clock is set in solid onyx and features a brass and silver dial with ' Russells Ltd' inscribed on
it. The original Elliott company was formed by J.J. Elliott (q.v.) in 1886. In 1909 the company merged with Grimshaw & Baxter
(q.v.). Following the death of J.J. Elliott, his son, F.W. Elliott left Grimshaw & Baxter in 1921 and joined Gillett & Johnston (q.v.),
two years later forming his own company FW Elliott Ltd, having taken over the domestic clock manufacturing part of Gillett &
Johnston, who continued to make turret clocks. Elliot were also makers of RAF Station Clocks in WWII. F.W. Elliott finailly ceased
trading in 1998. 8 Day movement. Charming and compact. Height: 7 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established
antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery
or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email:
sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for ...
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Silver Folding Travel Clock

Price
£350 | $488 USD | €408 EUR
Item Reference: SA769758
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 6 cm (2.4")
Width = 6 cm (2.4")
Depth = 1.5 cm (0.6")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/769758/link

Description
This delightful little timepiece is encased in Sterling Silver and features an enamelled dial, 8 day Swiss movement and is thought to
date back to the early 1900s, during the Art Deco period. The small folding travel alarm clock was and still is, a favourite gift and
accessory, particularly in the 1960s and 1970s. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and
restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or
collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration
services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be
agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. www.timeinhand.co.uk.

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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German 30 Hour Mantel Timepiece

Price
£350 | $488 USD | €408 EUR
Item Reference: SA787105
Date of manufacture: 1890

Dimensions
Height = 24.5 cm (9.6")
Width = 13 cm (5.1")
Depth = 7 cm (2.8")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/787105/link

Description
This German timepiece is set in a walnut case and features a 30 hour movement. The clock would have been made at a time when
demand for clocks was high - late 18th Century/beginning of the 19th Century. The movement is made of tin brass and is spring
driven. The clock is framed by cast bronze, patinated to resemble gilded bronze. Unlike most clocks of its type, rather than being
wound from the back, this clock is wound from the front. Measures: 24.5cm(h) x 13cm(w) x 7cm(d) - We are Time in Hand
(Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully
restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a
60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email:
sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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German Miniature Oak Fusee Wall Clock

Price
£400 | $557 USD | €466 EUR
Item Reference: SA761349
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 30 cm (11.8")
Width = 20 cm (7.9")
Depth = 11 cm (4.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761349/link

Description
This clock has been designed in the style of an English Dial wall clock. Set in a beautiful honey oak case, it features an 8 day
movement and pendulum. The southern German states of Bavaria and Baden-Württemberg, along with Germany’s neighbour
Austria, have been an important centre for European clockmaking since the Renaissance. A gorgeous little addition to any home.
Dial diameter: 5.25 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over
40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year
guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to
visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email
mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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French Art Nouveau Balloon Mantel Clock

Price
£400 | $557 USD | €466 EUR
Item Reference: SA788836
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 25 cm (9.8")
Width = 15.5 cm (6.1")
Depth = 8 cm (3.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/788836/link

Description
This little mantel clock was a very popular style in France at the time, retaining the classic 'balloon' shaped case. Thought to date
back to early 1900, it features an 8 day movement and is set in a mahogany case, featuring a stylised tulip design. The enamel dial
has Roman numerals and five minute markers and a bevel edge convex glass. The clock is set on brass bun feet. Art Nouveau
became the label that was given to the modernist movement that erupted between 1890-1914. It’s difficult to pinpoint the exact
moment or location of its establishment, because there were several similar movements taking place all over Europe at the time.
But Art Nouveau prevailed. Art Nouveau artists drew inspiration from organic and geometric forms, creating elegant and flowing
designs with a distinct emphasis on contours, filled in with muted tones. The hype surrounding Japanese prints at that time,
especially its floral and curved patterns, formed another very important influence. Art Nouveau designs were applied to a wide
range of disciplines, from graphic arts to furniture, interior decoration, architecture and the fine arts. - We are Time in Hand
(Shipston) Ltd, established antique ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Balloon Mantel Clock

Price
£400 | $557 USD | €466 EUR
Item Reference: SA790350
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 26.5 cm (10.4")
Width = 12 cm (4.7")
Depth = 8.5 cm (3.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/790350/link

Description
This attractive French Art Deco era balloon mantel clock is warmly appointed in a light oak case. Featuring an 8 day movement and
enamelled dial it is set on brass bun feet. Outstanding quality throughout. The white enamel dial having clearly described black
Roman Numerals and having a cast brass bezel with bevelled edge convex glass over. Clock design was heavily influenced in the
1920s and ’30s by Art Deco, a machine-like aesthetic for a fast-paced industrial age. No object escaped the streamline touch of
Art Deco, including clocks, whose cases often echoed the geometric architecture of the day. In Europe, the French and Swiss were
leading producers of Art Deco clocks. The French excelled in clocks for the mantel made of marble, onyx, brass, glass, and chrome.
Many of these clocks sported columns on their sides and Roman numerals on their faces. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd,
established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior
to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile
radius) - arrangement to ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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French Light Oak Art Deco Mantel Clock

Price
£400 | $557 USD | €466 EUR
Item Reference: SA790359
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 18 cm (7.1")
Width = 24.5 cm (9.6")
Depth = 8.5 cm (3.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/790359/link

Description
This French Art Deco era mantel clock, dating back to the early 1900s is set in a light oak case featuring delightful floral inlay
detailing and stringing detail which follows the typical Art Deco clock shape around the case. Set on brass bun feet. 8 day
movement. Clock design was heavily influenced in the 1920s and ’30s by Art Deco, a machine-like aesthetic for a fast-paced
industrial age. No object escaped the streamline touch of Art Deco, including clocks, whose cases often echoed the geometric
architecture of the day. In Europe, the French and Swiss were leading producers of Art Deco clocks. The French excelled in clocks
for the mantel made of marble, onyx, brass, glass, and chrome. Many of these clocks sported columns on their sides and Roman
numerals on their faces. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40
years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee.
We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier
delivery also possible. For s ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Smiths Art Deco Mantel Clock

Price
£400 | $557 USD | €466 EUR
Item Reference: SA792657
Date of manufacture: 1930

Dimensions
Height = 19.5 cm (7.7")
Width = 20 cm (7.9")
Depth = 10.5 cm (4.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/792657/link

Description
This dark oak cased mantel clock by Smiths features a pendulum, striking the hour and half hour on a gong. In 1931, Smiths English
Clocks, of Cricklewood Works, Edgware Road, London, then called S. Smith and Sons (Motor Accessories) Ltd, entered the
domestic clock market and formed a new company, Smiths English Clocks Ltd, as the Clock and Watch division with Cricklewood
as the main factory. Smiths were one of the first companies to produce synchronous electric clocks. These were put on the market
towards the end of 1931. Smiths formed a subsidiary company called Synchronous Electric Clocks to produce these clocks as the
first models carry this name. In 1932 they purchased English Clock and Watch Manufacturers of Coventry, and acquired the trade
names Astral and Empire. In 1934 Smiths bought the Enfield Clock Co and they produced a synchronous alarm clock which they
named the Callboy. The Smith's 8 day Calotte clock made its debut at the British Industries Fair in 1934. Prior to this date calottes
had been exclusively of foreign manufacture. Also that year, Smiths introduced the Batriclock which was intended for areas where
the synchronous clock could not be used. In ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
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Elliott Mantel Timepiece

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA760173
Date of manufacture: 1950

Dimensions
Height = 23 cm (9.1")
Width = 14 cm (5.5")
Depth = 7.5 cm (3.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760173/link

Description
The clock making family of Elliott were long established in London and the south, making clocks from the early 18th century until
the final close of the factory in the 1990’s. Arguably the last true English clockmaker, they made a wide range of mantel and
grandmother clocks all of superb quality, and with the characteristic Elliot strong design of case and traditional dial. This example is
typical of their timepiece range, with a well-proportioned Roman dial and engraved dial centre, and the solid mahogany case with
simple mouldings. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years
based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year
guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to
visit. Courier delivery also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Nelson Wooden Mantel Clock

Price
£425 | $592 USD | €495 EUR
Item Reference: SA770425
Date of manufacture: 1930

Dimensions
Height = 25.4 cm (10.0")
Width = 11.4 cm (4.5")
Depth = 0 cm (0.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/770425/link

Description
This excellent English timepiece was made by the Rotherham clock company, based in Coventry. Their success ended with the
outbreak of the Second World War when they ceased production of clocks to fulfil merchant contracts with few exceptions, they
never went back to clock-making again. The attractive, mahogany case of this particular piece has a well-proportioned bell caddy
top. The movement is fitted with an engraved dial. Dimensions: 10 Inches (H) x 4.5 Inches (D) - We are Time in Hand (Shipston)
Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are
fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. For sales enquiries, email:
sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. We can deliver and set up clocks in person
(up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible.
https://www.timeinhand.co.uk

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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French Cylinder Escapement Carriage Clock

Price
£450 | $627 USD | €524 EUR
Item Reference: SA761316
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 13 cm (5.1")
Width = 7.5 cm (3.0")
Depth = 4.5 cm (1.8")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761316/link

Description
This compact little carriage clock features a French cylinder escapement. The horizontal or 'cylinder' escapement was invented by
Thomas Tompion in 1695 and perfected by George Graham in 1726. Clockmakers found it suffered from excessive wear, so it was
not much used during the 18th century, except in a few high-end watches with the cylinders made from ruby. The French solved
this problem by making the cylinder and escape wheel of hardened steel and the escapement was used in large numbers in small
clocks from the mid-19th to the 20th century. Rather than pallets, this escapement uses a cutaway cylinder on the balance wheel
shaft, which the escape teeth enter one by one. Each wedge-shaped tooth impulses the balance wheel by pressure on the cylinder
edge as it enters, is held inside the cylinder as it turns, and impulses the wheel again as it leaves out the other side. The gilded case
is finished with double oval design, making this a very special and unique timepiece! Height: 5 inches. - We are Time in Hand
(Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully
restored prior to delivery or ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
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Gold Plated Late 19th Century French Carriage Timepiece

Price
£450 | $627 USD | €524 EUR
Item Reference: SA770370
Date of manufacture: 1880

Dimensions
Height = 16.5 cm (6.5")
Width = 8.8 cm (3.5")
Depth = 6.5 cm (2.6")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/770370/link

Description
- Late 19th century - Case height: 6 inches (handle raised) - Original Gold Plating French carriage timepieces have always been
very popular since their first conception in the early part of the 19th century. Made in France for export to England they were
truly the first portable or ‘carry-able’ clock that could move from room to room without risk of upsetting the mechanism. The
origins of the carriage clock can be traced back to a clock created for Napoleon at the close of the 18th century. The great French
clockmaker, Abraham Louis Breguet, produced a pendule d’officier (‘officer’s clock’) for the military leader. A forerunner to the
carriage clock, the pendule d’officier has a balance, rather than a pendulum, meaning it can be transported without having to be
reset. Appropriately enough, the case of the clock made for Napoleon is in the ‘empire’ style, which is the basis for the iconic shape
of carriage clocks we recognise today. As travel by rail and road became more popular, so did the carriage clock. By the 1860s, this
portable timepiece was entering its heyday, and was being produced on a large scale. Most of the production took place in French
factories throug ...
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Carriage Clock Timepiece

Price
£550 | $766 USD | €641 EUR
Item Reference: SA760095
Date of manufacture: 1880

Dimensions
Height = 15 cm (5.9")
Width = 7.5 cm (3.0")
Depth = 6 cm (2.4")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760095/link

Description
This carriage clock timepiece dates back to 1880-1900 and is set in a lustrous brass case with enamel work on the front pillars.
Featuring an 8 day movement and enamelled dial, the workmanship is truly delightful. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd,
established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior
to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile
radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email:
sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Camerer Cuss Ships Clock

Price
£550 | $766 USD | €641 EUR
Item Reference: SA761287
Date of manufacture: 1940

Dimensions
Height = 19 cm (7.5")
Width = 19 cm (7.5")
Depth = 9.5 cm (3.7")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761287/link

Description
This 8 day ships clock made by Camerer Cuss, clock and watch makers in London, dates back to the early 1940s. The firm began as
importers of Black Forest clocks in 1788. They became a well known firm of retailers, repairers and manufacturers. They became
Camerer Cuss in 1914 in response to the anti-German feeling at the outbreak of World War One. The firm is known to have
retailed clocks, many German made, but they also sold English made watches. Theo Cuss took to dealing in antique watches in the
20th century, writing two books on the subject, a practise which has been continued by his son Terence. They purchased the firm
of Usher & Cole (q.v.) in 1958, as well as Ernest Jacobs and Arthur Swan. This clock features a brass dial in a chromed case. With a
platform escapement, this compact yet charming clock is the perfect addition to any household. Dial diameter: 7 inches. - We are
Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All
clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in
person (up to a 60 mile ra ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Swinden & Sons Fusee English Dial Timepiece

Price
£550 | $766 USD | €641 EUR
Item Reference: SA781643
Date of manufacture: 1920

Dimensions
Height = 20 cm (7.9")
Width = 20 cm (7.9")
Depth = 0 cm (0.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/781643/link

Description
The clock making company of Swinden & Sons were successful clockmakers in Birmingham from the late 19th Century for over 50
years, and as well as making a wide range of clocks they imported clocks from Germany and France. At the beginning of the 19th
Century, German clockmakers realised there was a great demand for high quality wall clocks with clear dials that could be sited in
both domestic and industrial situations, that were easy to read and very reliable. The majority of these clocks were quite large and
so it is very unusual to have such a high quality clock made with an 8 inch diameter dial making this an attractive clock to have in a
kitchen or office. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years
based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can
deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery
also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk.
www.t ...
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Shipston On Stour
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Smiths 3 Train Oak Mantel Clock

Price
£550 | $766 USD | €641 EUR
Item Reference: SA792610
Date of manufacture: 1930

Dimensions
Height = 20 cm (7.9")
Width = 29 cm (11.4")
Depth = 8 cm (3.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/792610/link

Description
This 3 train mantel clock by Smiths features a floating balance rather than a pendulum and sounds the Westminster chime, which
plays every quarter. The clock is set in a dark oak case. In 1931, Smiths English Clocks, of Cricklewood Works, Edgware Road,
London, then called S. Smith and Sons (Motor Accessories) Ltd, entered the domestic clock market and formed a new company,
Smiths English Clocks Ltd, as the Clock and Watch division with Cricklewood as the main factory. Smiths were one of the first
companies to produce synchronous electric clocks. These were put on the market towards the end of 1931. Smiths formed a
subsidiary company called Synchronous Electric Clocks to produce these clocks as the first models carry this name. In 1932 they
purchased English Clock and Watch Manufacturers of Coventry, and acquired the trade names Astral and Empire. In 1934 Smiths
bought the Enfield Clock Co and they produced a synchronous alarm clock which they named the Callboy. The Smith's 8 day
Calotte clock made its debut at the British Industries Fair in 1934. Prior to this date calottes had been exclusively of foreign
manufacture. Also that year, Smiths introduced the Batriclock wh ...
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1960's Servis Recorder Clock

Price
£600 | $836 USD | €699 EUR
Item Reference: SA788818
Date of manufacture: 1960

Dimensions
Height = 19 cm (7.5")
Width = 16.5 cm (6.5")
Depth = 6.5 cm (2.6")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/788818/link

Description
This Recorder clock would have been used on trucks to record how long the driver had stopped for. The clock was attached to the
nuts of a wheel and paper would record the stop and start time. The paper disc within would have had indications for both days of
the week and hours of the day. The disc would have a thin line when the lorry drove and a split line when it stopped moving.
Working as a 'normal' clock, it is housed in a painted aluminium case and features an 8 day movement. Comes with its original key.
Please note there is a minor crack on the glass front, this is unrepairable as the specialist glass cannot be replaced. The dial is
marked with 'The Servis Recorder Ltd, Gloucester.' A must-have for any motor enthusiast or truck driver, this would blend in
perfectly in any hallway! - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40
years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee.
We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier
delivery also po ...
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Shipston On Stour
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Elliot Strut Clock Timepiece

Price
£600 | $836 USD | €699 EUR
Item Reference: SA789747
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 20 cm (7.9")
Width = 20 cm (7.9")
Depth = 12.5 cm (4.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/789747/link

Description
This richly appointed timepiece from the Art Deco era features a burr walnut case, dial and is encased behind bevelled crystal
glass. It has an 8 day movement, which has a decorative 'water of air' pattern on it. The name of Elliott has been synonymous with
quality clocks for well over over 100 years. In 1865 James Jones Elliott of 156 Cheapside in the City of London, was apprenticed
to "Bateman" of 82 St John Street, Smithfield, London, to learn the art of clock making. It was not obvious at the time, but this was
to be the origin of a company that would achieve a worldwide reputation as a manufacturer of the fine quality Elliott of London
clock. Initially, JJ Elliott specialized in producing pinions and balance shafts. He progressed to making, and patenting, a
weight-driven movement which had chimes on tubes. This original Elliott clock was very successful and resulted in considerable
trade with America. James Elliott's son, Frank Westcombe Elliott, was originally entering the retail trade as, when he was 17 years
old, his father bought a partnership with a jeweller called Walden of Brompton Road, London. On the 16th April 1904, JJ Elliott
died and Frank succeeded hi ...
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8 Day Carriage Clock

Price
£650 | $906 USD | €758 EUR
Item Reference: SA760167
Date of manufacture: 1860

Dimensions
Height = 14 cm (5.5")
Width = 7 cm (2.8")
Depth = 6 cm (2.4")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760167/link

Description
Set in a single piece case, this carriage clock features an enamelled dial, 8 day movement by Henry Acere of Paris and is thought to
date back to early 1860. The bottom of the case is signed 'A H Brevitt.' - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique
clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or
collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email:
sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Silk Suspension French Mantel Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA761301
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 27.5 cm (10.8")
Width = 16.5 cm (6.5")
Depth = 11 cm (4.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761301/link

Description
This mantel clock has silk suspension and brass and ivory inlay and was made by Marti of Paris in the mid 19th Century. Samuel
Marti was one of the prolific French clockmakers of the 1800s and was known to be working circa 1860 at Le Pays de Montbeliard
in Paris, making roulant blancs. Along with Japy Freres and Roux, they set up a business in 1863 to market their clock movements
to such firms as L'Epee. Their Paris address was Rue Vieille-du-Temple from 1870. This clock features an enamelled dial with
gilded brass bezel, it has an 8 day movement. Dimensions: 10 inches (h) x 4 inches (d) - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd,
established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully
restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a
60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible.
https://www.timeinhand.co.uk
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American Ansonia Mantel Clock

Price
£650 | $906 USD | €758 EUR
Item Reference: SA761314
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 32.5 cm (12.8")
Width = 24 cm (9.4")
Depth = 13 cm (5.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761314/link

Description
This 8 day mantel clock by Ansonia features a beautiful silver dial and is set in a gorgeous oak case. In 1838, brass movements had
mainly replaced wooden and cast iron movements in most clocks due to the volumes of supply of rolled brass. In 1844, metal
dealer Anson Greene Phelps formed the Ansonia Brass company in Connecticut, to supply the expanding clock business - nine
companies were producing clocks in Connecticut. In 1850 the Ansonia Clock Company was formed as a subsidiary of the Ansonia
Brass Company by Phelps and two Bristol, Connecticut, clockmakers, Theodore Terry and Franklin C. Andrews. Terry & Andrews
were the largest clock manufacturers in Bristol, with more than 50 employees using 58 tons of brass in the production of about
25,000 clocks in 1849. Phelps decided to get into the clockmaking business to expand the market for his brass, while Terry and
Andrews got access to better quality brass at better prices. They had resultantly sold 50% of their business to Phelps, and moved
the business to Ansonia. In 1877 the clock company purchased a factory in New York, and moved most of its production there
after being spun off from the brass company. Henry J. D ...
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French Carriage Clock Timepiece

Price
£650 | $906 USD | €758 EUR
Item Reference: SA787048
Date of manufacture: 1860

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/787048/link

Description
This carriage clock is set in a single piece case and features an enamelled dial, 8 day movement by c of Paris and is thought to date
back to early 1860. The bottom of the case is signed 'A H Brevitt.' This maker was active from around early 1860 in Paris. French
carriage timepieces have always been very popular since their first conception in the early part of the 19th century. Made in
France for export to England they were truly the first portable or ‘carry-able’ clock that could move from room to room without
risk of upsetting the mechanism. The origins of the carriage clock can be traced back to a clock created for Napoleon at the close
of the 18th century. The practice in the 19th century was that if you were granted a patent, and you felt like it, then you kept
stamping it on clock cases until you retired, regardless of whether the patent was still active, or even if the patent related to the
clock in question. Some manufacturers were more "ethical" than this, for example E. Gay-Lamaille who seem to have only stamped
their Surety Roller clocks with a patent mark, but many weren't. Acier's clockmaking patent was granted from 27th September
1867. Acier sued Pougeois ...
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Novelty Guitar Clock

Price
£700 | $976 USD | €816 EUR
Item Reference: SA781724
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 26.5 cm (10.4")
Width = 12 cm (4.7")
Depth = 5 cm (2.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/781724/link

Description
This novelty clock was made by the British United Clock Company in Birmingham around the early 1900s. Formerly the
Anglo-American Clock Company, they were based in London and Birmingham. The company was formed in 1885 by Edward
Davies, (formerly Super-Intendent of works for Ansonia in the USA). He set up a factory in Birmingham, England. The company
subsequently closed in 1909. Featuring mixed materials of a copper face, sterling silver side work and a blue enamel neck, it is an
unusual and endearing little timepiece complete with stand that is sure to appeal to any music enthusiast. - We are Time in Hand
(Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully
restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a
60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email:
sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Desk Barometer-thermometer Clock

Price
£750 | $1,045 USD | €874 EUR
Item Reference: SA760118
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 13 cm (5.1")
Width = 27.5 cm (10.8")
Depth = 5.5 cm (2.2")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760118/link

Description
This Barometer & Thermometer clock features silver dials, bevelled glass and an 8 day movement by Elliot of London. Set in a light
oak case. It is a lovely combination of a weather station made in England. The clock movement is a standard Elliott piece, very
sturdy and well made, regulated by a platform escapement. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop
and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All
clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be
agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or
restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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French Rosewood Portico Clock

Price
£750 | $1,045 USD | €874 EUR
Item Reference: SA770223
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 41.5 cm (16.3")
Width = 20 cm (7.9")
Depth = 11 cm (4.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/770223/link

Description
This delightful Portico clock features a rosewood inlaid case, ornate twisted columns, an excellent 8 day quality movement, using
only the best materials. The clock strikes on the hour and half hour on the bell. Dating back to the mid 19th century (1840-1850)
and extremely popular in France at the time, it is a delight to behold. A 'Portico' or 'Pillar' Clock (Shelf) usually refers to a French
clock with drum shaped movement mounted between two or four pillars standing on a base, the exposed pendulum swinging
between the pillars. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years
based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year
guarantee. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. We
can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier
delivery also possible.
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Ebonised Vienna Wall Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA761325
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761325/link

Description
This is a fine example of a single train French Vienna wall clock and has been fully restored. It has restored its original blue hands
and has a beautiful enamelled dial. Set in an ebonised wooden case, it is elegant and unusual. Staining furniture or other wood
objects to resemble ebony involves a process of producing a finish that resembles the wood, ebony, by dying and/or staining and
polishing. As part of a decorative art practice, ebonizing furniture originated in the 16th century, but only in the 19th century did
the practice become popular - especially from 1875-1885, during the period of the so-called Aesthetic movement -- in Britain and
America. Height: 44 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over
40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year
guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to
visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email
mail@timeinhan ...
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French 4 Glass Mantel Clock

Price
£800 | $1,115 USD | €932 EUR
Item Reference: SA761359
Date of manufacture: 1870

Dimensions
Height = 24.5 cm (9.6")
Width = 14 cm (5.5")
Depth = 11 cm (4.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761359/link

Description
Made in the early 19th Century, this fully restored French 4 glass mantel clock features crystal glass and is set in a brass case with
enamelled dial. Nearly all four-glass clocks have striking movements, striking the hours and half hours on either a bell or gong and
this particular clock is no exception. The majority of French four-glass clocks manufactured during the last quarter of the 19th
century could not be simpler in design, offered as a refined alternative to some of the more ornate and highly decorative French
mantel clocks of the same period. Sometimes referred to as ‘library clocks’ or ‘crystal regulators’, the name ‘four-glass’ is perhaps
more descriptive and accurate. In some respects these clocks are very similar in design to carriage clocks, only they are certainly
not portable and were never intended to be so. The whole design of the four-glass clock invites inspection on a grand scale! These
cases could easily be fitted with a standard French movement, and from the casemaker’s point of view it was a relatively easy task
to make some of the designs slightly different and so offer customers a varied selection to choose from. A delight to behold!
Height: ...
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French Carriage Clock

Price
£835 | $1,164 USD | €973 EUR
Item Reference: SA761290
Date of manufacture: 1890

Dimensions
Height = 18.5 cm (7.3")
Width = 9 cm (3.5")
Depth = 8 cm (3.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761290/link

Description
French clockmakers in the nineteenth century hit upon the winning design of encapsulating a high quality striking movement in a
case with brass panels, thereby allowing the quality of the detailed movement to be seen. This is a typical example of a clock of the
period, with fine workmanship throughout and detailed design. It has a gong strike which sounds on the hour and half hour. It also
retains its Swiss lever platform escapement. Case Height: 7 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock
shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection.
All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be
agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or
restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Striking Mantel Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA760161
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 27 cm (10.6")
Width = 19 cm (7.5")
Depth = 12 cm (4.7")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760161/link

Description
This beautiful French late 1800s mantel clock with enamelled dial is set in an attractive light oak case with arch top and elegant
leaf inlay. 8 day movement, striking on the gong (hourly and half hourly). - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique
clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to
delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk
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8 Day Carriage Clock Timepiece

Price
£850 | $1,185 USD | €991 EUR
Item Reference: SA761318
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 18.5 cm (7.3")
Width = 9.25 cm (3.6")
Depth = 7.75 cm (3.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761318/link

Description
This 8 day carriage clock has been wonderfully appointed in a bronze case, with enamelled dial. Thought to date back to around
1880 it is a lovely example of a carriage clock of its time. Height: 7 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established
antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior
to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or
restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk
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8 Day Engraved Carriage Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA761356
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 19 cm (7.5")
Width = 10 cm (3.9")
Depth = 8.5 cm (3.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761356/link

Description
This stunning solid carriage clock features an 8 day movement, enamelled dial andangraved mask. Dating from late 1850, the dial is
inscribed with 'Russells Ltd, 10 Exchange St.' Height: 5.5 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock
shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or
collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk
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Charles Shepherd English Drop Dial Wall Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA760054
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 52 cm (20.5")
Width = 38 cm (15.0")
Depth = 15 cm (5.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760054/link

Description
Charles Shepherd is recorded as working in Leadenhall Street, London, in 1840 and this is typical of a high-quality clock made in
the middle of the 19th century. Whereas most English dial wall clocks were made for industrial use, this clearly was exceptional in
its’ detailed quality throughout. Apart from the delightful open window to reveal the pendulum moving back and forth, the quality
of the veneers and brass inlay are outstanding, along with the high-quality cast brass bezel and bevelled glass. Dial diameter 12
inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the
Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can
deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery
also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk
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French Bell Shaped Clock

Price
£950 | $1,324 USD | €1,107 EUR
Item Reference: SA760109
Date of manufacture: 1800

Dimensions
Height = 20 cm (7.9")
Width = 13.5 cm (5.3")
Depth = 12.5 cm (4.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760109/link

Description
This attractive bell shaped clock features an 8 day movement and platform escapement. The case and dial are solid bronze, the
case being signed 'ER' on the back plate and inscribed with Latin phrases: DOMINUS VOBISCUM ET AUM SPIRITU TUO (The
Lord Be With You And Your Spirit), and PATER NOSTER QUI ES IN CAELIS (Our Father Who Art In Heaven). The dial comprises
French cartouche numerals. Very unusual and extremely rare, this lovely old clock was made in Paris, France. Solid cast brass case
in the shape of a bell, decorated with ornate leaves, scrolled lines, and figures. Copper dial with white enamel cartouches and black
Roman numerals. Hinged convex glass door with bevelled edge set in decorative brass frame. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston)
Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored
prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile
radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email:
sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restora ...
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Thermometer-barometer Mantel Clock

Price
£950 | $1,324 USD | €1,107 EUR
Item Reference: SA760113
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 27 cm (10.6")
Width = 46 cm (18.1")
Depth = 10 cm (3.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760113/link

Description
Set in an elegant oak case, this clock is adorned with brass ornaments and is thought to date back to the late 1800's. - We are
Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All
clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in
person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales
enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Rococo Style Mantel Clock

Price
£950 | $1,324 USD | €1,107 EUR
Item Reference: SA760142
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 31 cm (12.2")
Width = 17 cm (6.7")
Depth = 8 cm (3.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760142/link

Description
This beautiful French Silk-Suspension mid 19th Century Antique Louis XV Style Rococo mantel clock is set in a Rococo case and
features gilded bronze. The dial features black Roman numerals, the Rococo shape case decorated to the front, the movement
chiming the hours and half hours on a bell, the silvered dial with black roman numerals and blued steel Breguet hands, circa
1830-40. Fabrication records frequently mention the names of makers of hands, Breguet was continually pushing further in the
quest for perfection. Most prominent among true artists were Vaujour, mentioned consistently over a period of some forty years
from 1787 to 1826; Thévenon, from 1793 to 1822; Jaquet, from 1826; and Lalieue from 1830; not forgetting Breguet’s old
acquaintance Albertine Marat, sister of the famous revolutionary, from whom he bought hands from time to time, chiefly between
1818 and 1823. Widely adopted by the principal watchmakers of the time, Breguet hands fell from favour – even within the
Breguet firm – towards the end of the nineteenth century, before returning with a vengeance in about 1930. Simple and
easy-to-read, they are found on most Breguet timepieces and have been widely i ...
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Railway Style Fusee Wall Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA760182
Date of manufacture: 1860

Dimensions
Height = 38 cm (15.0")
Width = 38 cm (15.0")
Depth = 17 cm (6.7")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760182/link

Description
This wall clock is a nice example of a railway-style timepiece. With a brass bezel, mahogany case and painted dial. 8 day fusee
movement. Time was essential for the running of the railways, indeed the standardisation of time across the country to Greenwich
Mean Time was a direct result of the development of the railways during the 19th century. Before then people operated on local
time depending on their distance from the Greenwich Meridian, but operating on local time just wasn’t practical for the railways
which ran to a precise timetable so each station and signal box needed to operate to the same standard time. Railway companies
owned tens of thousands of clocks. Each signal box would have one, stations would have clocks in the booking office, on the
platform, in the waiting rooms and in the station master’s office. Large stations could have huge numbers of clocks, all of which
needed to be kept to time, and of course there were also clocks in offices, railway works and goods depots—time was so vital to
the operation of the system. With so many clocks, the companies needed to know where each one was located so that they could
ensure they were maintained in good orde ...
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8 Day Silk Suspension Rococo Mantel Clock

Price
£950 | $1,324 USD | €1,107 EUR
Item Reference: SA761321
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 25.4 cm (10.0")
Width = 18 cm (7.1")
Depth = 7.6 cm (3.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761321/link

Description
This beautiful clock features a gilded bronze case and bronze dial with cartouche numerals. A stunning showpiece for any home.
Rococo clocks featured curvaceous profiles and seemingly endless decorative detailing. By the time Louis the Sixteenth assumed
the throne (he reigned from 1774 - 1791), clockmakers were producing highly accurate regulators, skeleton clocks whose exposed
works were protected from dust by glass domes, and mantel clocks festooned with everything from bronze Greek and Roman
statuary to cherubs. Dimensions: 10 inches (h) x 3 inches (d) - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop
and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All
clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be
agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or
restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Single Fusee Octagonal Wall Clock

Price
£950 | $1,324 USD | €1,107 EUR
Item Reference: SA761323
Date of manufacture: 1860

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761323/link

Description
This unusually shaped English dial wall clock features a single fusee. It is set in a rosewood and inlaid brass case, adding to the
allure of an already stunning timepiece. Dial diameter: 13 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock
shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection.
All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be
agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or
restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Bancroft Fusee English Dial Wall Clock

Price
£950 | $1,324 USD | €1,107 EUR
Item Reference: SA761326
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 35 cm (13.8")
Width = 35 cm (13.8")
Depth = 15 cm (5.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761326/link

Description
This English dial wall clock features a painted dial, 8 day fusee movement and is inscribed with 'I Bancroft, Derby' on the dial. Isaac
Bancroft (1835-58) was listed as a watchmaker (Bancroft and Woodward) working at 40 Bridge Gate, Derby. Dial diameter: 12
inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the
Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and
set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also
possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk.
www.timeinhand.co.uk.

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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8 Day Fusee English Drop Dial Wall Clock

Price
£950 | $1,324 USD | €1,107 EUR
Item Reference: SA761343
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 49 cm (19.3")
Width = 38 cm (15.0")
Depth = 16 cm (6.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761343/link

Description
This English Drop Dial wall clock features a mahogany case, painted dial and 8 day fusee movement. Dial diameter: 12 inches. We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the
Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and
set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also
possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk.
www.timeinhand.co.uk.

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Miniature Vienna Style Wall Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA770473
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 80 cm (31.5")
Width = 26 cm (10.2")
Depth = 16 cm (6.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/770473/link

Description
This delightful clock, set in a dark mahogany case features an 8 day movement and enamelled dial. Striking on the hour and half
hour, it is thought to date back to the early 19th Century. Dial diameter 12.5cm. Vienna Regulator clocks were mainly produced
between 1800 and 1900. The first Vienna regulators were made in the Empire period between 1804 and 1814, in the city of
Vienna in Austria, in a lantern style (Laterndluhr), during the empire period the cases were restrained in design, often with inlay and
satinwood banding. The next period for the Viennese regulator was the Biedermeier period (1815 - 1860). The early Biedermeier
clocks were very simple with straight wooden lines, with glazed doors and sides. As time progressed the cases became more
curved with trim or carvings to the doors, carve pediments and carved work to the bottom of the case. The dials were porcelain or
glass with an engine or rope turned bezel which progressed to a more ornate pie crust bezel by 1830 - 1835. The weights and
pendulum were plain brass and the pendulum rod was wooden. The movements were predominantly single weight timepiece
clocks or three weight movements, Grande Sonnerie striking ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Mahogany Mantel Clock - Early 1900s

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA772640
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 23 cm (9.1")
Width = 17.5 cm (6.9")
Depth = 13 cm (5.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/772640/link

Description
This elegant mantel clock is richly appointed in a mahogany case which has been recently professionally restored. With a silver dial,
it has an 8 day movement, striking on the hour and half hour on the gong. The movement has a platform escapement, meaning
that it is easy to set up and move. Retailed by Goldsmith & Silversmith of London. The firm was established in 1880 by William
Gibson (d. 1913) and John Lawrence Langman (1846-1928). The firm was active at 112 Regent Street, London acquiring the
premises previously used by John Joseph Mechi. In 1893 the firm absorbed The Goldsmiths' Alliance Ltd (late A.B. Savory & Sons)
and in 1898 became the Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co Ltd being active as jewellers, dealers in diamonds and precious stones,
silversmiths, electroplaters and watch and clock makers. In 1952 Goldsmiths & Silversmiths Co Ltd was amalgamated with Garrard
& Co Ltd. The firm participated to a number of national and international exhibitions, as Indian and Colonial Exhibition (London,
1886), Paris (1889), Chicago (1893), California (1894), Paris (1900) and Franco-British Exhibition (London, 1908). The Goldsmiths
& Silversmiths Co was active with manufactories ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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French Two Train Vineyard Clock

Price
£950 | $1,324 USD | €1,107 EUR
Item Reference: SA783491
Date of manufacture: 1890

Dimensions
Height = 62.5 cm (24.6")
Width = 49.5 cm (19.5")
Depth = 13 cm (5.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/783491/link

Description
This decadent wall clock, typically displayed in wine shops is thought to date back to the late 1800s. French Vineyard clocks are
wall clocks - the case shape can be square, oval, scalloped or plain often with mother of pearl or brass inlay or other type of
decoration depicted grapes. They have an enamelled metal dial and sometimes feature 'French striking', i.e. they repeat the hour
strike after a few moments. This particular wall clock has an 8 day movement and strikes on the gong. With a gold leaf and Mother
of Pearl painted surround, framed by an ebonised wood case and cartouche numerals, it truly is a work of art. - We are Time in
Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are
fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person
(up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries,
email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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French Art Nouveau Mantel Clock

Price
£950 | $1,324 USD | €1,107 EUR
Item Reference: SA788828
Date of manufacture: 1890

Dimensions
Height = 34 cm (13.4")
Width = 18.5 cm (7.3")
Depth = 13 cm (5.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/788828/link

Description
This Art Nouveau mantel clock is set in a rich dark mahogany case and features an 8 day movement, enamelled dial and strikes on
the hour and half hour. Thought to date back to the late 1800s/early 1900s, it is a fantastic example of French clockmaking of the
period. Art Nouveau became the label that was given to the modernist movement that erupted between 1890-1914. It’s difficult
to pinpoint the exact moment or location of its establishment, because there were several similar movements taking place all over
Europe at the time. But Art Nouveau prevailed. Art Nouveau artists drew inspiration from organic and geometric forms, creating
elegant and flowing designs with a distinct emphasis on contours, filled in with muted tones. The hype surrounding Japanese prints
at that time, especially its floral and curved patterns, formed another very important influence. Art Nouveau designs were applied
to a wide range of disciplines, from graphic arts to furniture, interior decoration, architecture and the fine arts. - We are Time in
Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are
fully restored pr ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
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Silk Suspension Gilded Rococo Mantel Clock

Price
£1,175 | $1,637 USD | €1,369 EUR
Item Reference: SA761353
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 24 cm (9.4")
Width = 14 cm (5.5")
Depth = 9 cm (3.5")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761353/link

Description
A masterpiece of design, both in movement and case. The deep and rich Rococo mouldings retain their original gilding and the 12
piece enamel and gilt dial with original hands is a masterpiece in elegant design. The high quality movement has a silk suspension
for the pendulum and is completely original with original polished bell striking hours and half hours. The detailed quality throughout
the clock makes this a very special piece. Height: 12 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop
and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All
clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be
agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or
restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Junghans Swinging 'diana' Mystery Clock

Price
£1,200 | $1,672 USD | €1,398 EUR
Item Reference: SA790724
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 35 cm (13.8")
Width = 11 cm (4.3")
Depth = 11 cm (4.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/790724/link

Description
This original mystery Junghans clock features an 8 day key wind German movement and enamelled dial and is accompanied by an
elegant 'Diana' statue made from gilded spelter with floral detailing. Junghans Uhren GmbH is a German watch and clock
manufacturer. Junghans had the largest watch and clock factory with over 3000 employees in the year 1903. The company is
located in the district of Rottweil, in a town called Schramberg, Baden-Württemberg, southwest Germany. On 15 April 1861
Erhard Junghans created the company Junghans und Tobler together with his brother-in-law Jakob Zeller-Tobler in Schramberg.
The company began to produce wristwatches in 1927. Beginning in the 1950s, the Bauhaus designer Max Bill created clocks and
watches for Junghans and the relationship lasted many years. A remarkable example of his work is a wall clock he designed in
1956–57 that is in the collection of The Museum of Modern Art. In 1962 Bill also created mechanical wristwatches for Junghans.
They were the official timekeeper for the 1972 Summer Olympics in Munich. In the late 1980s, Junghans introduced the first
radio-controlled table clock on the world market. In 1990 the first radio-cont ...
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Bäuerle Burr Walnut 3 Train Mantel Clock

Price
£1,200 | $1,672 USD | €1,398 EUR
Item Reference: SA790873
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 28 cm (11.0")
Width = 19.5 cm (7.7")
Depth = 15 cm (5.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/790873/link

Description
This exquisite burr walnut mantel clock was made around 1900 by Mathias Bäuerle. It has an 8 day 3 train movement, striking the
hour and the quarter-hour on a set of 5 spiral gongs. In 1903, the German clock manufacturer from Schwarzwäld—Bäuerle
Uhrenfabrik (Clock Factory), Sankt Georgen, launched his adding machine Peerless, which soon became popular and won gold
medals at exhibitions in St. Louis (World’s Fair of 1904), Liège (1905) and Milan (1906). The founder of the company—Mathias
Bäuerle (1838-1916) from St. Georgen was in the clockmaker business from 1863, when he founded a small workshop, which later
evolved to Uhrenfabrik St. Georgen. Initially the company manufactured home, wall clocks with wooden boards, but later
specialized in all types of clocks. By 1900 the company’s clocks received several awards and the monthly production reached over
5000 watches and clocks, mainly for export. Mathias Bäuerle had 4 sons—Tobias, Fridolin, Christian and Mathias, and at least three
of them, Christian (1860-1918), Tobias (1863-1933) and Mathias (1865-1935) were involved in his father’s business. Tobias
Bäuerle was the main driving force behind the new machine and in 190 ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
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Bulle Mantel Clock

Price
£1,250 | $1,742 USD | €1,457 EUR
Item Reference: SA790347
Date of manufacture: 1900

Dimensions
Height = 24 cm (9.4")
Width = 23.5 cm (9.3")
Depth = 10.8 cm (4.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/790347/link

Description
This rare early 1900s Bulle Clock from the Art Deco era was manufactured in the first half of the 20th century. It runs on one "D"
battery. This battery should last around a year with a current draw of 325 Microamps measured on an oscilloscope during
operation. These clocks are very pleasant to watch as the operation is a fascinating combination of intricate parts that interlink and
not only drive the hands but also create an electrical current in a coil. Due to Faraday's Law, when a current passes through the
coil a magnetic field is created. This field then opposes the magnetic bar and the free pendulum receives an impulse. The clock also
features delightful floral inlay detail on the case and finished at the bottom with Greek key inspired feet. Bulle electric clocks were
developed in France just prior to the Great War of 1914-1918. It was at time in the early 20th Century that there was a great deal
of activity throughout Europe, the UK and USA in developing domestic clocks which would operate on battery power. Two
Frenchmen, working initially independently, on aspects of electric solenoids and clockwork mechanisms ultimately came together
to create the Bulle clock ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
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Miniature French 8 Day Carriage Clock

Price
£1,300 | $1,812 USD | €1,515 EUR
Item Reference: SA788810
Date of manufacture: 1880

Dimensions
Height = 12 cm (4.7")
Width = 5 cm (2.0")
Depth = 5 cm (2.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/788810/link

Description
This early miniature French carriage clock is delightfully appointed in a lustrous embossed sterling silver Birmingham case. Thought
to date back to 1876, it features an 8 day movement, enamelled housed in domed glass. Measures 5cm(w) x 12cm(h) handle raised
x 5cm(d). The development of a silver industry in 18th century Birmingham was hampered by the legal requirement that items of
solid silver be assayed, and the nearest Assay Offices were in Chester and London. Matthew Boulton and Birmingham's other great
industrialists joined forces with silversmiths of Sheffield to petition Parliament for the establishment of Assay Offices in their
respective cities. In spite of determined opposition by London silversmiths, an Act of Parliament was passed in March 1773, just
one month after the original petition was presented to Parliament, to allow Birmingham and Sheffield the right to assay silver. The
Birmingham Assay Office opened on 31 August 1773 and initially operated from three rooms in the King's Head Inn on New
Street employing only four staff and was only operating on a Tuesday. The first customer on that day was Matthew Boulton. The
assay office is managed by a board of ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
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French Repeating Carriage Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA760075
Date of manufacture: 1860

Dimensions
Height = 18 cm (7.1")
Width = 9 cm (3.5")
Depth = 7.5 cm (3.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760075/link

Description
This French repeating carriage clock is a truly enchanting timepiece. With an 8 day movement, brass case, delicate pink enamel
panels and hand made dial. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over
40 years based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1
year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior
to visit. Courier delivery also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk
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Large Lantern Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA770185
Date of manufacture: 1800

Dimensions
Height = 38 cm (15.0")
Width = 15 cm (5.9")
Depth = 15 cm (5.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/770185/link

Description
This large German W&H lantern clock has been made in an English style. Encased in brass, it features an 8 day Ting Tang
movement and is thought to date back to late 1800. Striking on the bell. W&H (Winterhalder & Hofmeier) were considered the
finest clockmakers in the Victorian era. They were based in several towns in Germany’s Black Forest region. The company was
established in 1810 by Thomas Winterhalder in Friedenweiler, southern Germany, and was continued by his three sons Matthäus,
Karl and Linus. They lived in an old house that Thomas bought from a monastery. The family enterprise had actually begun a
generation earlier as Thomas Winterhalder’s father, Nicholaus Winterhalder (1710-1743), was also an established Black Forest
clockmaker, based in the nearby city, Schwarzenbach. He made quality clocks with wooden gears and stone weights. - We are
Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds,
England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and
set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangemen ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
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Large W&h Lantern Clock

Price
£1,400 | $1,951 USD | €1,632 EUR
Item Reference: SA794339
Date of manufacture: 1800

Dimensions
Height = 38 cm (15.0")
Width = 15 cm (5.9")
Depth = 15 cm (5.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/794339/link

Description
This large German W&H lantern clock has been made in an English style. Encased in brass, it features an 8 day Ting Tang
movement and is thought to date back to late 1800. Striking on the bell. W&H (Winterhalder & Hofmeier) were considered the
finest clockmakers in the Victorian era. They were based in several towns in Germany’s Black Forest region. The company was
established in 1810 by Thomas Winterhalder in Friedenweiler, southern Germany, and was continued by his three sons Matthäus,
Karl and Linus. They lived in an old house that Thomas bought from a monastery. The family enterprise had actually begun a
generation earlier as Thomas Winterhalder’s father, Nicholaus Winterhalder (1710-1743), was also an established Black Forest
clockmaker, based in the nearby city, Schwarzenbach. He made quality clocks with wooden gears and stone weights. - We are
Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds,
England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and
set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangemen ...
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8 Day Art Deco Grandmother Clock

Price
£1,500 | $2,090 USD | €1,748 EUR
Item Reference: SA790695
Date of manufacture: 1950

Dimensions
Height = 154 cm (60.6")
Width = 25.5 cm (10.0")
Depth = 19.5 cm (7.7")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/790695/link

Description
This Grandmother clock is a lovely example of Art Deco craftsmanship. Set in a dark oak case, it has a brass arch dial and 8 day
movement with Westminster chime. Art Deco furniture is characterized by its celebration of modern life. More than its emphasis
on natural wood grains and focus on traditional craftsmanship, Art Deco furniture is an ode to the glamour of the “Roaring
Twenties.” The term Art Deco derives from the name of a large decorative arts exhibition held in Paris in 1925. Art Deco textile
designers employed dazzling floral motifs and vivid colours, and while Art Deco furniture makers respected the dark woods and
modern metals with which they worked, they frequently incorporated decorative embellishments in their pieces, such as exotic
animal hides as well as veneers. Today, the style is still favoured by designers looking to infuse interiors with an air of luxury and
sophistication. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years
based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can
deliver and set up clocks in p ...
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French Bracket Clock

Price
£1,500 | $2,090 USD | €1,748 EUR
Item Reference: SA794148
Date of manufacture: 1800

Dimensions
Height = 63 cm (24.8")
Width = 32 cm (12.6")
Depth = 11.5 cm (4.5")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/794148/link

Description
This early French bracket clock is thought to date back to 1820 and is highly unusual, having the movement attached to the case.
Made by Vincenti, Paris, it features an 8 day movement with silk suspension, striking on the hour and half hours on a bell. The dial
is enamelled and the case is made from rosewood and features the most delightful light wood inlay of birds and floral detail.
Measures 63cm(h) x 32cm(w) x 11.5cm(d). Jean Vincenti started his clockmaking workshops before 1823 in Montbeliard, France
but went bankrupt a year later, whereupon the clock manufacturer Roux took on the management on his behalf, making the
roulant blancs (rough movements) for clockmakers to finish and use. Vincenti died in 1834 with the clockmaking business that he
started continuing to win numerous awards including the Medaille d’Argent (silver medal) in 1855. - We are Time in Hand
(Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully
restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a
60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agr ...
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Rosewood Fusee English Dial Wall Clock

Price
£1,600 | $2,230 USD | €1,865 EUR
Item Reference: SA760127
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 57 cm (22.4")
Width = 40 cm (15.7")
Depth = 17 cm (6.7")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760127/link

Description
This 8 Day Fusee movement English Dial wall clock was made by George Lee Baskerville, (1863-96) in Leek, Staffordshire in the
19th century. It features beautiful mother of pearl inlay floral detailing and a rosewood case. With a painted dial and the maker's
name on the face, it also features a visible, long brass pendulum. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock
shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection.
All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be
agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or
restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Gothic Style Vienna Wall Clock

Price
£1,800 | $2,508 USD | €2,098 EUR
Item Reference: SA761357
Date of manufacture: 1860

Dimensions
Height = 116.5 cm (45.9")
Width = 38.5 cm (15.2")
Depth = 15 cm (5.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761357/link

Description
This fascinating Gothic style Vienna wall clock is set in a fruitwood and ebonised wood case and features a very interesting door
design in particular, with all of the intricate features such as finials and carvings found here. Complete with two weights and a large
pendulum, this clock is truly wonderful example of the period. Dial diameter: 6.5 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd,
established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior
to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile
radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email:
sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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E&e Emanuel French Repeating Carriage Clock

Price
£1,800 | $2,508 USD | €2,098 EUR
Item Reference: SA788486
Date of manufacture: 1870

Dimensions
Height = 13 cm (5.1")
Width = 7.5 cm (3.0")
Depth = 6 cm (2.4")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/788486/link

Description
A good example of a very fine carriage clock. The movement is signed E & E Emanuel, Portsea and London 'Makers to The Queen',
who are recorded as working in London between 1869 and 1881 where they were clockmakers to Queen Victoria. Emmanuel
were fine and well known retailers of good quality Carriage clocks as well as Swords , telescopes and many maritime instruments.
This delightful clock has a gorge design case, strikes every hour on a polished bell and has full alarm work. As if this wasn't enough,
the maker has managed to fit in strike repeating work to sound the last hour on demand. Height: 5.5 inches. - We are Time in
Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are
fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person
(up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries,
email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Tavern (trunk) Clock

Price
£2,000 | $2,787 USD | €2,331 EUR
Item Reference: SA761362
Date of manufacture: 1890

Dimensions
Height = 139.7 cm (55.0")
Width = 38 cm (15.0")
Depth = 19.5 cm (7.7")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761362/link

Description
This quirky clock is sometimes described as a 'Tavern' or 'Act of Parliament' clock. It was traditionally a large clock, hung in inns or
taverns in the United Kingdom beginning in the mid-18th Century. Such clocks were plain in design, the faces were around two to
five feet in diameter and they were hung on the wall. Set in a rich, Tudor Oak case, it features a beautiful painted dial, with the
date on the base of the dial. Height: 4 feet 7 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and
restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks
come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with
customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration
services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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French Carriage Clock Timepiece

Price
£2,000 | $2,787 USD | €2,331 EUR
Item Reference: SA787111
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 18.5 cm (7.3")
Width = 10 cm (3.9")
Depth = 7.5 cm (3.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/787111/link

Description
This exquisite French carriage clock timepiece features an 8 day movement, striking on the hour and half hour on a gong.
Undoubtedly the most wonderful aspect of this clock is its case - a gilded bronze engraved masterpiece. The enamelled dial is
beautifully decorated with Roman numerals on a grey background and features 'McFerran, Manchester.' William McFerran was a
notable watchmaker, clockmaker and jeweller whose shop was located at 7-10 Victoria Street, near to medieval Manchester
Cathedral. McFerran provided a lot of time pieces for companies linked to the railways, such as London, Midland and Scottish
Railway (LMS). As well as wall clocks, he provided time pieces for railways guards, porters and train drivers as well as exporting to
countries like USA and Australia. William McFerran was born in Prestwich in 1804, during a very dark period of English history;
when the country was under imminent threat of invasion by Napoleon‘s French forces during the Napoleonic Wars (1803-1815)
which would consume the nation for over a decade until Duke of Wellington‘s (leading Anglo-Dutch forces) decisive victory over
Napoleon at the Battle of Waterloo on 18th June 1850. McFerran ...
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King Londini 8 Day Brass Dial Grandmother Clock

Price
£2,000 | $2,787 USD | €2,331 EUR
Item Reference: SA790672
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 167 cm (65.7")
Width = 32 cm (12.6")
Depth = 20.5 cm (8.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/790672/link

Description
This 8 day longcase clock features a brass dial with 'King Londini' inscribed on it. It is set in a dark oak case with 2 brass weights.
Runs on a miniature longcase movement, striking the hour and half hour. Measuring 167cm/5'53/4" (h) x 32cm(w) x 20.5cm(d) We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the
Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and
set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also
possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk.
www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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French 8 Day Thermometer/compass Carriage Clock

Price
£2,000 | $2,787 USD | €2,331 EUR
Item Reference: SA794628
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 24.5 cm (9.6")
Width = 14.5 cm (5.7")
Depth = 11.5 cm (4.5")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/794628/link

Description
This large carriage clock is full of features with a thermometer and compass on top of the case and visible platform escapement.
Working on an 8 day movement, it strikes the hour and half hours on a spiral gong. Set in a gilded brass case, the case still being in
its original condition, it is truly a spectacular piece. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and
restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks
come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with
customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration
services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Thomas Page Bracket Clock

Price
£2,200 | $3,066 USD | €2,564 EUR
Item Reference: SA760069
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 48.5 cm (19.1")
Width = 29 cm (11.4")
Depth = 15 cm (5.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760069/link

Description
This early English bracket clock, made by Thomas Page features a fusee movement and strikes on the bell. Housed in a rich flame
mahogany case. A clockmaker, watchmaker and gunmaker, Thomas (1736-1784 (active)) was the son of Richard Page of Norwich;
in 1777 he went into partnership with his son-in-law John Christian. A historical extract reads as follows: "Mr. Thomas Page, was
born in 1713. At an early period of life he showed a talent for the polite arts, when his father (to whom he was apprentice)
indulged him in every branch of science that could tend to render him the compleat mathematician: he went through a course of
experimental philosophy with the late Dr. Desaguliers, and several other eminent persons,... he began business for himself at
Norwich, which he carried on singly for many years, but is now in partnership with his son-in-law, Mr Christian, and lives in the
Upper-Market-place. It is needless to add, that a generous and discerning public resolved that his abilities should not go
unrewarded, and that he is now, justly, at the head of his profession, being employed by most of the noblemen, gentlemen, &c. in
the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk." - We are T ...
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Charles Frodsham Single Fusee Bracket Clock

Price
£2,200 | $3,066 USD | €2,564 EUR
Item Reference: SA792672
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 36 cm (14.2")
Width = 21 cm (8.3")
Depth = 15 cm (5.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/792672/link

Description
This single fusee Charles Frodsham Bracket clock comes with an alarm and pendulum and has an movement thought to date back
to around 1850-60. Set in a rich mahogany case, it has brass handles, feet and panelling. Measures 36cm(h) x 21cm(w) x 15cm(d).
Charles Frodsham was a distinguished English horologist, establishing the firm of Charles Frodsham & Co, which remains in
existence as the longest continuously trading firm of chronometer manufacturers in the world. Charles was born into a dynasty of
clock, watch and chronometer makers on the 15 April 1810. His father William James Frodsham (1779-1850) and Hannah
Lambert had ten children, five of whom were apprenticed to their father and later became horologists in their own right. Charles
was educated at Christ’s Hospital, the Bluecoat School in Newgate, London, and as a condition of the Foundation, was apprenticed
at the age of fourteen to his father William. He showed early promise submitting two chronometers to the 1830 Premium Trials at
Greenwich, gaining the second Premium prize of £170. A further nine chronometers were then entered for trial in subsequent
years, until the termination of the Premium Trials, in 1836. ...
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Peniston Painted Dial Longcase Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA761293
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 241 cm (94.9")
Width = 44 cm (17.3")
Depth = 26 cm (10.2")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761293/link

Description
This clock was made by J Peniston, Horncastle and has a most unusual painted dial. The clock's dial features the four seasons in
the dial corners, but usually a design like this would depict women - in this case, the clock shows children instead. In an iconic nod
to the Imperial British Empire, the arch also features a lion and a female figure wearing a helmet and carrying a trident and shield.
Height: 7 Feet. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years
based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year
guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to
visit. Courier delivery also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk
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Robert Bunyan Longcase Clock

Price
£2,400 | $3,345 USD | €2,797 EUR
Item Reference: SA761333
Date of manufacture: 18th Century

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761333/link

Description
Beautiful 8 day longcase, made by Robert Bunyan, 1748-1810. Bunyan was a silversmith by trade, taking over from his Father in
1800; in the same year he was elected a sheriff of Lincoln. Brass Dial and finial, gilded wood capitals. - 8 Day movement - Tudor
Oak Case - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in
the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver
and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also
possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk.
www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Thomas Wright Rosewood Mantel Clock

Price
£2,500 | $3,484 USD | €2,914 EUR
Item Reference: SA794254
Date of manufacture: 1750

Dimensions
Height = 28 cm (11.0")
Width = 18.5 cm (7.3")
Depth = 12.5 cm (4.9")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/794254/link

Description
This exquisite mantel clock was made by the (watch) 'Maker to the King' (George III), Thomas Wright around 1760-80. Set in a rich
'campaign or 'officer's clock' style rosewood case, it features a very fine 8 day fusee movement, silvered dial with Breguet-shaped
blued steel hands, a small folding handle, bun feet and brass corners on the case. The clock works on a pendulum and it also comes
with two keys. Thomas Wright, 6 Poultry, London was admitted to the Clockmakers Company in 1770 as 'Maker to the King'
signed on a bracket clock. He was a Quaker and a leading watchmaker. In 1783 he patented (N°: 1354) a form of detent
escapement and compensation balance. He also worked with George Graham on Orreries, so other collaborations may have
existed. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in
the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver
and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also
possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@t ...
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'kissler' 8 Day Painted Dial Grandfather Clock

Price
£2,600 | $3,623 USD | €3,030 EUR
Item Reference: SA760155
Date of manufacture: 19th Century

Dimensions
Height = 220 cm (86.6")
Width = 45 cm (17.7")
Depth = 25.5 cm (10.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760155/link

Description
This clock was made by Andreas/Andrew(?) Kistler, Romford, who was a London clockmaker. The clock retains wonderfully
proportionate features all round, and beautiful brass finials on top. Set in a light mahogany case, it has a very understated and
simple round dial design, and an 8 day movement. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and
restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks
come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with
customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration
services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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John Dickman 8 Day Longcase Clock

Price
£2,800 | $3,902 USD | €3,263 EUR
Item Reference: SA761345
Date of manufacture: 1800

Dimensions
Height = 227 cm (89.4")
Width = 47.5 cm (18.7")
Depth = 23.5 cm (9.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761345/link

Description
This 8 day mahogany longcase clock stands elegant and tall. It is inscribed with 'John Dickman, Leith' on the painted dial and
features brass finials and capitals. A marvellous example of a clock of its time. Made around the late 18th century in Kirkgate, Leith.
- We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the
Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and
set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also
possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk.
www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Gillows 8 Day Walnut Grandmother Clock

Price
£3,000 | $4,181 USD | €3,496 EUR
Item Reference: SA790901
Date of manufacture: 1860

Dimensions
Height = 156 cm (61.4")
Width = 37 cm (14.6")
Depth = 23 cm (9.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/790901/link

Description
This delightful Grandmother clock features a brass dial inscribed with 'Tempus Fugit.' Working on an 8 day movement, striking the
hour on a gong, it is complete with two weights. Thought to date back to the mid-late 1800s. The walnut case was made by
Gillows. Gillows of Lancashire and London, also known as Gillow & Co., were famous, well respected cabinetmakers based in
Lancaster, Lancashire, and in London. The company was founded around in Lancaster in about 1730 by Robert Gillow
(1704–1772). Gillows was owned by the family until 1814 when it was taken over by Redmayne, Whiteside, and Ferguson; they
continued to use the Gillow name. Gillows furniture was a byword for quality, and other designers used Gillows to manufacture
their furniture. Gillows furniture is referred to by Jane Austen, Thackeray and the first Lord Lytton, and in one of Gilbert and
Sullivan's comic operas. In 1903 Gillows merged with Warings of Liverpool to become Waring and Gillow and although the
furniture remained of a high quality it was not as prestigious. By the mid-18th century the firm was one of the leading
cabinet-makers in Lancaster. They had a reputation for manufacturing very high qualit ...
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James Booth Longcase Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA761299
Date of manufacture: 1800

Dimensions
Height = 224 cm (88.2")
Width = 50 cm (19.7")
Depth = 26 cm (10.2")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761299/link

Description
This clock, set in a dark mahogany case was made by James Booth, a London clockmaker. It has a strike and silent on the arch,
original brass weights and pendulum, brass capitals and inlay on the columns and contrasting spindrels on the brass dial corners. A
most attractive and richly appointed clock. Height: 88 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop
and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or
collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk
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John Coates 1747-50 Longcase Clock

Price
£3,200 | $4,460 USD | €3,729 EUR
Item Reference: SA772651
Date of manufacture: 18th Century

Dimensions
Height = 200 cm (78.7")
Width = 43 cm (16.9")
Depth = 23 cm (9.1")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/772651/link

Description
This very early clock was made by John Coates, Tetbury, Gloucestershire around 1747-50. It is an excellent example of a very well
preserved longcase of its time and retains the original patina. It has a dark oak case, 12" brass dial and an 8 day movement. The
dial, case and movement have been professionally restored. Standing at around 6'5" it would be considered a typical/average
longcase size. Coates was only one of several Tetbury clock makers who worked in the town during the 18th century. Workshops
such as Coates' all produced longcase clocks and were typical of an economic activity which thrived, even in villages, for a period
of over 200 years before technical and economic advance made the mass manufacture of cheap clocks possible and provided a
market for their sale. So, through from the late 16th to the early 19th centuries, beautiful objects were being assembled by the
hands of craftsmen in such style that many of them have survived to this day. The county of Gloucestershire had some 650 clock
makers who achieved particular distinction. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration
service for over 40 years based in the ...
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Marine Chronometer

Price
£3,650 | $5,087 USD | €4,254 EUR
Item Reference: SA781646
Date of manufacture: 1960

Dimensions
Height = 15.5 cm (6.1")
Width = 15.5 cm (6.1")
Depth = 11 cm (4.3")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/781646/link

Description
This Marine Chronometer was made by the famous Marine Chronometer maker, Thomas Mercer, St Albans UK (born 1822-1900),
founder of the firm of Thos. Mercer & Son, a British company specialising in the design and production of bespoke chronometers.
Until then, ships had been navigating with accuracy only as regards the ship’s north-south position, using the North Star and/or the
Southern Cross. Determining the east-west position of a ship and its destination was vital to the Admiralty’s, (and the
Government’s), plans for further expansion and empire. It was also necessary to avoid the massive losses in time, money and
human life that inaccurate navigation and shipwreck caused. Lack of solutions led to the government making an Act of Parliament
in 1714 offering a prize of £20 (£3M today). Newton was among the judges and concluded that a watch/clock would have to
overcome the following challenge: a watch to keep time exactly: but by reason of the motion of the ship, the variation in heat and
cold, wet and dry, and the difference in gravity at different latitudes, such a watch had not yet been made. William Walker was
born in 1783 and founded a dynasty of watchmakers in St. ...
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French Rococo Bracket Clock

Price
£4,000 | $5,574 USD | €4,662 EUR
Item Reference: SA761284
Date of manufacture: 18th Century

Dimensions
Height = 98 cm (38.6")
Width = 41 cm (16.1")
Depth = 14.5 cm (5.7")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761284/link

Description
This large French Rococo Bracket clock is beautifully appointed in a classic Rococo case in an exquisite Vernis Martin style yellow
lacquer case. French clockmaking came into its own in the 17th century, when highly ornamented clocks covered in gilt bronze,
known as ormolu, were produced to keep pace with the new standards for opulence set by King Louis the Fourteenth’s Palace of
Versailles. During the Regency period (from roughly 1715 to 1723), bracket clocks, which had been popular a century before,
came back into prominence. A bracket clock could be hung on a wall or placed on a table, making it a flexible timepiece compared
to, say, the longcase clocks that were also being produced at that time. Rococo pendule, for pendulum, clocks featured curvaceous
profiles and seemingly endless decorative detailing. This particular example is hand painted with delicate swags and mounted with
bronze ornaments. The dial is enamel on a copper base with beautiful cut gilt hands. The movement is in excellent condition,
running for 8 days and it strikes the quarters and the hour on two bells. Dial diameter: 9.5 inches. - We are Time in Hand
(Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock s ...
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Mappin & Webb Queen's Jubilee Carriage Clock

Price
Sold
Item Reference: SA761297
Date of manufacture: Later than 1960

Dimensions
Height = 18.5 cm (7.3")
Width = 9.75 cm (3.8")
Depth = 7 cm (2.8")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761297/link

Description
This superb carriage clock is made in solid silver, making it unique, very rare and very special. Mappin and Webb made a limited
edition of these fine, silver carriage clocks to celebrate the Queen's Silver Jubilee. The magnificence of the clock is evident, from
the English double fusee movement with engraved detail to a finely engraved silver case and solid silver dial and dial surround.
Height: 7 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years
based in the Cotswolds, England UK. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year
guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to
visit. Courier delivery also possible. https://www.timeinhand.co.uk
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Japy French Carriage Clock With Manual Calendar

Price
£4,000 | $5,574 USD | €4,662 EUR
Item Reference: SA761346
Date of manufacture: 1860

Dimensions
Height = 19 cm (7.5")
Width = 9 cm (3.5")
Depth = 7.5 cm (3.0")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761346/link

Description
This intricately engraved French carriage clock features an alarm and manual calendar. It has an enamelled dial with engraved mask
and was made by Japy, Paris towards the end of the 19th Century. The company was founded by Frédéric Japy (q.v.). They
became one of the major manufacturers of clock movements supplied to the French clockmaking industry, They were major
producers of carriage clocks. A stunning little masterpiece sure to enrich any mantelpiece. Height: 7.25 inches. - We are Time in
Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are
fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person
(up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries,
email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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Leroy And Fils French Repeating Carriage Clock

Price
£4,000 | $5,574 USD | €4,662 EUR
Item Reference: SA761350
Date of manufacture: 1860

Dimensions
Height = 16 cm (6.3")
Width = 8.25 cm (3.2")
Depth = 7 cm (2.8")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761350/link

Description
This beguiling clock was made in Paris in the mid-19th Century by Le Roy & Fils. Le Roy et Fils was a prestigious French clock
making firm. The company was founded in 1785 by Basile Charles Le Roy, who worked in partnership with his son Charles-Louis
Le Roy. Both father and son became highly influential clock makers in the 19th Century, taking commissions from Napoleon I and
his sister, Princess Pauline, as well as the Duke de Bourbon and other members of the European social elite. In addition to having a
showroom in Paris, Le Roy et Fils had a property on New Bond Street in London. The company was the only foreign clockmaking
firm to hold a British Royal Warrant during the reign of Queen Victoria. It has many delightful features, including its original gilded
brass case, silver dial and has been signed on the side of the clock. The dial was possibly replaced during Victorian times. A
beautiful example of a Petit Sonnerie repeater carriage clock with calendar. Height: 6.5 inches. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston)
Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored
prior to delivery or colle ...
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Gothic Bracket Clock

Price
£5,000 | $6,968 USD | €5,827 EUR
Item Reference: SA760176
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 78 cm (30.7")
Width = 37 cm (14.6")
Depth = 26.5 cm (10.4")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/760176/link

Description
A superb mid-19th century bracket clock in the Gothic taste. The case having a wealth of detail, made in patinated brass with a
wonderful bronze colour. Having convex silver dial with a narrow concaved bezel and convex glass. The double fusee movement is
in full working order with original fully adjustable pendulum. - We are Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop
and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All
clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person (up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be
agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries, email: sales@timeinhand.co.uk, for repair or
restoration services, email mail@timeinhand.co.uk. www.timeinhand.co.uk.
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William Bailey Turret Clock

Price
£8,750 | $12,194 USD | €10,197 EUR
Item Reference: SA761324
Date of manufacture: 1870

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/761324/link

Description
This remarkable clock was made in 1871 by William Bailey, a famous maker of 'Turret' clocks. of Albion Works, Oldfield Road,
Salford, Manchester (1914), and later of Albion Works, Patricroft. In 1832 John Bailey began work with Cocker and Higgins, then
Sharp, Roberts and Co. By 1839 John Bailey went into business for himself and established at Albion Works, Oldfield Road,
presumably as J. Bailey and Co. In 1863, John Bailey and Co, turret clock makers, brass founders, steam and water gauge makers,
copying press makers, of Albion Clock and Brass Works, 9 Essex St, Oldfield Road, Salford and Goree Piazza, Liverpool. By 1865
John's son William inherited his father's business at Albion Works after John Bailey retired. Business then manufactured steam
pumps, ram pumps, regulating valves, pyrometers, barometers, fire engines, tide recorders, gas jet motors, lubricators & turnstiles.
In 1876 John Bailey and Co, printer's machinists, of Albion Works, Essex St, Oldfield Road, Salford 1876 W. H Bailey and Co,
makers of clocks and watches, patent steam pressure recorder, fusible plugs, steam pressure gauges, test pumps, of Albion Works,
Regent St, Salford; Bailey's Illustrated Inv ...
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Mystery Clock

Price
£12,000 | $16,723 USD | €13,985 EUR
Item Reference: SA772671
Date of manufacture: 1870

Dimensions
Height = 59 cm (23.2")
Width = 16 cm (6.3")
Depth = 12 cm (4.7")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/772671/link

Description
Figural Conical Pendulum Mystery Clock. Comprising a bronze coloured figure of a standing renaissance dancer, in his right hand
he holds up the pendulum. Hanging from 3 chains, under a large silk thread suspension cluster is a silver luster sphere (silver
plated) containing the spring driven time only movement with a conical platform at the top, a long stalactite post drops in the
centre into the spinning horizontal bar at the top of the verge; the dial of the sphere has applied brass Roman hour numerals. The
spring inside the movement drives the mystery escapement at the top as the conical bob hanging in the centre swings around
clockwise. A very rare and unusual clock in good working condition. Diameter of base approximately 16.5cm. - We are Time in
Hand (Shipston) Ltd, established antique clock shop and restoration service for over 40 years based in the Cotswolds. All clocks are
fully restored prior to delivery or collection. All clocks come with a 1 year guarantee. We can deliver and set up clocks in person
(up to a 60 mile radius) - arrangement to be agreed with customer prior to visit. Courier delivery also possible. For sales enquiries,
email: sales@timeinhand. ...

Time in Hand (Shipston) Ltd
Shipston On Stour
Warwickshire
United Kingdom
Tel: 01608 662578 International Tel: +44 1608 662578
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Ingaz Schoepperle Pipe Flute Longcase Clock

Price
£24,500 | $34,143 USD | €28,552 EUR
Item Reference: SA783703
Date of manufacture: 1850

Dimensions
Height = 225 cm (88.6")
Width = 80 cm (31.5")
Depth = 40 cm (15.7")

Link
https://www.sellingantiques.co.uk/783703/link

Description
This 39 Pipe Flute Clock called 'Der Entenfall' was made by Ignaz Schoepperle, c1840. Ingaz Schoepperle was a famous German
organ and music box maker and became renowned for producing some of the finest musical mechanisms to the highest of
standards. This reputation later enabled him to form the famous Lenzkirch Company with Eduard Hauser in 1848. Lenzkirch being
by far the finest German clockmakers of the time. ?Ignaz Schoepperle made this clock around c1840 and it demonstrates the very
best of his skills as an instrument maker. The 39 pipe flute organ is weight driven and actuated on the hour by the beautifully made
“A” frame striking movement. The organ tune originates from an eight-air large pin wheel barrel that can be removed and
interchanged with two other barrels. Each barrel is made of wood and has numerous metal pins and strips that actuate each flute
valve independently. The speed of the tune is governed by a large counter-weighted “fly” that can be finely tuned via
counterweights that screw in or out. Each tune can be selected via a selector dial to the side and a repeat tune/sequential knob
can be actuated in between plays.“Der Entenfall” or The Duck Hunt is ...
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Shipston On Stour
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